PEGIDA – 10 demands to the German asylum politics
1.) We call for an immediate stop for asylum seekers, and we call for a German asylumemergency law - now!
Our asylum laws were conceived after the war for manageable quantities of approximately 2,000
refugees per year and not for 1,5 millions we expected to reach already in 2015!
2.) We call for strict border controls! We demand to suspend the Schengen Agreement
IMMEDIATELY - for all the borders of Germany!
Other EU countries control their national borders - and that, although the completely failed
Dublin procedure goes almost entirely at the expense of Germany. The temporary reintroduction
of border controls during the G7 summit has proved that border controls are an appropriate
mean to prevent illegal border crossings, the flourishing business of smuggling mafia and the
entry of criminals.
3.) We demand that the group of "safe countries of origin" will be expanded on ALL Council of
Europe member countries!
This European Council has 47 member countries with 830 million citizens and over 1,800
European officials.
All Member States have committed themselves to the preservation of democracy and rule of law
as well as the recognition of the fundamental and human rights. That should be enough to count
these countries to safe countries!
4.) We call for a TEMPORARY right of asylum for refugees of war!
Of course, real war refugees and accepted asylum seekers is to grant temporary protection and
full coverage in the modest scale. But once the situation in the country improves, the refugees
have to leave our country again.
5.) We call for a binding limit for the annual reception of asylum seekers, namely defined by
ourselves, the host country Germany!
This vital question about the future of our country must be carried out by means of direct
democracy - through a referendum!
6.) We finally demand honesty in the integration debate and the end of the red-green socialromantic tale of wanting to integrate masses of male, African asylum seekers here!
No one wants that. The green socialists use the refugees to create a red-green job wonder for
bachelor graduates of chatter Sciences here. The pathological altruism and feigned empathy
gooders are moral invisibility cloaks, which should cover the mega-lucrative migrant market.
7.) We demand that immediately all rejected asylum seekers and hundreds of thousands of
illegal immigrants to be banished at once!
Again: We call MASS deportations - and do it now!

8.) We demand that the refugee problem has to be resolved in locally in their own cultures!
Our so-called representatives of the people should finally show backbone and take Saudi
Arabia, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates in charge.
These wealthy, huge Sharia-paradises are much better suited to accommodate the crowds of
Muslim asylum seekers, as an Europe of unbelievers! And we finally need asylum procedurespot audits in the countries of origin. Even in North Africa has to be decided by fast-track
procedure on applications for asylum in Germany!
9.) We demand that foreign criminals, which are connected with Islamic terrorist organizations,
are banished immediately!
This naturally also includes the adopted "sons and daughters" of German Minister of Internal
Affairs, de Maiziere, all these jihad returnees and all known and violent Salafists - these people
are to be deported outside Europe immediately!
10.) There will be expected resistance from Brussels about any changes in our German asylum
policies – so then we all have to leave this bullying dump EU!
The future French President Marine Le Pen has summarized it in "the destruction of these EU" quote.
It’s only this radical way, which works! These EU will never be to reform - who should himself
rationalize his highly-paid job?
Asylum seekers driven by nothing than economical reasons - are NOT welcome! Christian
refugees, specially those who are surpressed by slaughtering Islamists are absolutely welcome
in Germany and we provide every shelter, food and life-support they need, because this belongs
to the German helping nature. To all others: STAY OUT!
We, the people of European nations, need to unite, to conserve and to defend our values, our
culture, our freedom. We need to unite against the self-declared kings and queens in Brussels.
We, the German people, need international support against our own politicians in our German
parliaments.
Our politicians want to change the form of government of the Federal Republic of Germany, they
want to abolish the German state people in Germany to replace us by a multicultural society,
they want to establish a multiethnic state on German soil - this is a behavior like high traitors!

